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A Dutch example of Semantic in-
operability

• Due to non-harmonised laws, over 40 definitions exist for 
'varken' (pig) in the Netherlands. 

• But also: numerous definitions of 'income'.
• ICT systems were built locally for the execution of domain-

specific laws 
• Result: island-automation
• A perfect basis for semantic in-operability

• If this already is a problem on a national level, than on the 
European level it will be *number of member states 



Semantic interoperability:why do you 
need it for?

•To be able to exchange meaningfull (understandable) data 
across national borders, for example for: 

•The prevention of cross-border criminality and fraud 
•To get a quicker and cross-border response to calamities like 
bird-flue
•For better services to citizens and businesses, you need to 
know whom you are dealing with (also if non-national citizen: 
eIDentification). 
•Steering information for Europe as a whole (migration, better 
in- and export results)



Dutch government policy goals

The Government;
•Does not ask for information it already has
•Is focused on better service towards citizens and 
businesses.
•Will not allow its facilities to be misused.
•Is well-informed.
•Is efficiently organised and ‘in control’ of its internal 
affairs .



Semantic interoperability 

• NORA: reference architecture for the Dutch 
government, based on E.I.F.

• Goals: bringing coherence in the realisation of 
electronic government.

• By means of: design principles for e-Government 
incl. overviews, (semantic) models...and standards

• Subsidiarity as a leading design principle: 
standardize centrally on what is minimal needed, 
but leave as much decentralized as possible

Interoperability
Chain management
Function clarification

Re-use of data
Uniform definitions



Dutch Governement Reference 
Architecture
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It will only work if....

•At the earliest stage there is awareness of  ICT aspects of new 
laws (avoid new, not harmonized definitions of 'pig' ) 
•Basic semantic assets like key-registrations are available to 
uniquely identify and authenticate objects cross-domain and 
cross-border (eIDentification)!
•There is standardization at a minimal level to make the 
necessary cross-border connections and semantic mappings 
•There is a flexible approach to deal with differences in 
semantic meaning and legal context (authorized use)> standard 
for unique context identification



Good news-bad news

An international standard (ISO-23081) that could handle this 
context-issue allready is available......

.......but it is not an open standard

Semantic interoperability within a federated European 
framework can only be succesful if open standards are used
All Member State participate in communities to develop and 
maintain these open standards



Dutch expectations on SEMIC

•SEMIC will result in a clear and coherent picture of different 
European initiatives (SEMIC vs INSIRE)
•A clear follow up planning on what SEMIC is going to do with 
the results of the inventarisation and knowledge-sharing
•Since we are Dutch: concrete specifications of the 
interoperability services SEMIC is going to provide, so as a 
Member State we know what to invest in (and what not to invest 
in) at a national level 



Further expectations

•SEMIC will result in the semantic basis (assets and 
agreements) that will make cross-border European e-
IDentification and data exchange possible
•A communication plan, advise or regulations how, on an 
European level, privacy protection in cross-border data 
exchange is guaranteed (to ease national parliament concerns)
•An European reference architecture with a list of minimal 
(open!) standards for semantic interoperability for Member State
to comply and commit (to much freedom does not work...).



So in 5 years time...

•There will be a federated semantic architecture
•Where strong, independent but related national registries 
participate in cross-border exchange of data
•Where there is agreement on a minimal set of standards for 
basic semantic interoperability assets and mapping rules
•Where there is a flexible solution that adresses the business 
and legal context of each Member State 
•Where there are no legal barriers to the exchange and 
authorised access of data



Questions
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